
 More effective 
creative, delivered 
Screen, test and optimise your ads with  
a suite of agile market research tools  
that deliver decision-quality insights  
at the speed your business moves. 



When it comes to the fast paced world of 
advertising there’s rarely time to thoroughly test 
your campaigns. But without testing, you have little 
idea of whether your creative will hit the mark. 

Great creative is the second biggest driver  
of advertising profitability1. The ability to make 
advertising decisions more responsively - and based 
on data - is more critical than ever in unlocking 
greater value from your marketing activities. Kantar 
Marketplace provides a suite of TV, digital and static 
ad testing tools that give you the flexibility to test 
at different points during the creative development 
process, so you can work iteratively, eliminate blind 
spots, and make rapid decisions, confidently.

Ad testing designed  
for the speed of business

1Reviewing the drivers of advertising profitability, Duncan Southgate 
(Kantar) and Paul Dyson, August 2020  
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Choose the 
right tool for 
your project 

Volume 
screening

Fast 
validation

Rapid 
diagnostics

Use cases

Test ads in bulk  
or assess ads that 
would normally  
go untested. 

– Promotional ads

– Short run ads

–  Secondary 
campaign assets

– Batch testing

Confirm whether your  
ad is strong enough  
to meet your objectives.

–  Choosing between 
versions

– Cut downs and edits 

–  Existing creative  
in a new market

Improve creative 
impact when  
there is runway  
for optimisation.

–  Established 
campaigns

– New executions

Products Link AI for TV   
Link AI for Digital

Link Now for TV 
Link Now for Digital 
Link Now for Static

Link Express for TV 
Link Express for Digital 
Link Express for Static

Turnaround From 15 minutes From 6 hours From 24 hours

Methodology Artificial intelligence-
based Survey-based Survey-based

Cost-
effectiveness Most cost-effective

Depth of 
analysis

Highest depth  
of analysis

Kantar Marketplace’s TV, digital and 
static ad testing tools are designed 
to help you make confident, data-
driven decisions about what works 
and how to optimise your creative. 
All results are delivered to an intuitive 
dashboard, with the ability to analyse 
and cross-compare project results.
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Test your 
creative across  
multiple contexts
– TV

– Facebook

– Instagram

– Twitter

– TikTok

– YouTube

– YouKu

– Print

– Outdoor

– Point of sale

– Digital out of context
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Great creative builds meaningfully 
different brand associations
At the heart of our ad testing solutions is Kantar’s 
Meaningfully Different Framework. The framework 
is built on decades of research pinpointing the 
three key qualities that make brands great: 
meaningful, difference and salience. 

Growing salience from a position of strong equity 
creates the potential for 3x the market share gain 
compared to a starting point of weak equity2.  
So smart marketers should start with defining and 
building meaningful difference for their brands. 
Kantar Marketplace ad testing solutions measure 
meaningful difference through a combined Brand 
Power metric, which reliably predicts whether your 
creative is positioned to help build brand equity. 

And for an additional layer of assurance, this 
proprietary brand equity framework has been 
validated by the Marketing Accountability Standards 
Board (MASB), recognising the tie between the 
predictive metrics and financial performance. 

This brand meets people’s needs and 
they feel emotionally connected to it.

Meaningful

Different
This brand is perceived as a trend 
setter for its category, as unique.

Salient
A brand that comes to mind quickly 
in a purchase situation.

2A comprehensive guide to brand equity and growth, 
Kantar, February 2022
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Do it yourself, or with  
the backing of a team
No two projects are ever the same, so why should you be stuck with the same resourcing 
for all of them? Kantar Marketplace provides a flexible service model, so you can do it 
yourself or tap into expert service and 24/7 technical support at any point along the way.

Fastest and most cost effective Most consultative 

Self-serve
Run your own projects end-to-end, including setup 
and analysis using intuitive dashboards.

Full service
Have one of our experts execute your project for you,  
walk you through the results and recommend next steps.
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Case study: Yakult

The team at Yakult, a probiotic drink brand, was working on the launch of their 
new campaign, ‘Little bottle on a big mission’. This campaign represented a 
major pivot from country-led advertising to a single pan-European campaign.

The campaign needed to resonate across markets including the United 
Kingdom, Italy, Netherlands, Germany, Belgium and Austria – and, with so 
much riding on the project, they needed to understand whether the ads 
would hit the mark ahead of going live. Therefore, it was critical to find 
an ad testing solution with a standardized approach, country-level norms 
and robust insights so they could feel confident in the creative direction.

Using Link Now and Link Express for TV on Kantar Marketplace with the 
optional neuroscience module, Yakult was able to quickly assess the 
potential of their campaign - as well as understand what was driving 
the success of their creative - with results delivered in just four days.

The pre-test confirmed the ad’s viability across markets and predicted 
the campaign would deliver on Yakult’s sales and brand equity goals. 
Bolstered by confidence in the insights delivered via Kantar Marketplace, 
in combination with a great working partnership with the Kantar team, 
Yakult was able to confidently air their new campaign and transition 
their country-level marketing to a consistent creative approach.  
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Global  
footprint

Tap into consumer perspectives around the globe, with 
access to 150+ million identity-verified consumers worldwide. 
Solutions are available in 70+ countries and backed by teams 
on the ground who are ready to help you succeed.  

Superior  
methodology

Informed by a database of almost 230,000 ads, Kantar 
Marketplace provides market- and channel-specific norms. 
Quality research design is embedded at the heart of the 
platform, so you know you can trust your results. 

What makes Kantar 
Marketplace different?

Industry-leading 
intelligence 

When it comes to making campaign investment decisions, 
data is useful – but only if you know how to extract 
meaningful insight from it. Our powerful analytics dashboard 
puts you in control so you can understand your results and 
act quickly. Plus, get expert advice at any point.

Moving faster no longer means 
you need to forego pre-testing. 
The best in the business already take advantage of being able to test their 
campaigns on-demand with Kantar Marketplace. Imagine knowing every 
campaign you launch, no matter how far you had to pivot to make it happen, 
would garner the results you need. It’s possible. And it’s only a few clicks away. 
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Ready to finish 
your search?
Request a demo of Kantar Marketplace today 
and see what it can do for your business. 

https://go.kantarmarketplace.com/brand-2021-adtesting-demo
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